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Abstract— Text summarization is the process of extracting 

needed information from the source text and to present that 

information to the user in the form of summary. It is not 

possible for human beings to summarize large documents 

manually. Automatic summarization provides the required 

solution as well as challenging task because it requires deep 

analysis of text. There are two types of summarization: 

Extractive summarization and Abstractive summarization. 

The Extractive summaries are produced by extracting the 

whole sentences from the source text. Abstractive 

summaries are produced by reformulating sentences of the 

source text. This paper is about a survey of text 

summarization techniques for various Indian regional 

languages like Hindi, Punjabi, Tamil Kannada and Bengali. 

The proposed system is based on English language text 

summarization in which Naming entity reorganization and 

Part Of speech is used for feature extraction and graph is 

generated for text summarization. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Text summarization is a technique in which the large data is 

compressed in such a way that the actual meaning of data 

doesn’t change. The data arrange in such a way that reader 

get full knowledge of the large text. The use of electronic 

information increases day by day, people use internet to 

search required information. Large amount of data is stored 

at internet. It is very difficult and time consuming to handle 

such a large data. It is not possible for user to read whole 

data, hence text summarization is used to summarize the 

data, and that summarized data is displayed to the user, so 

that user easily understands the data. Text summarization is 

divided into two categories: 

1) Extraction  

2) Abstraction 

Extractive summaries are generated by reusing 

portions of text like words, sentences, etc. verbatim. For 

example, search engines basically generate extractive 

summaries of Webpages. Most of the time the 

summarization research today is on extractive 

summarization. In abstractive summarization, information 

from the source text is re-generating. Human beings 

generally write abstractive summaries Abstractive 

summarization has not properly because allied problems 

such as semantic representation, inference and natural 

language generation are relatively harder.  The abstractive 

technique is substitute to original documents rather than 

part. Abstractive summaries are generated by interpreting 

main concept of document and then stating that content in 

natural language. The extractive summaries are generating 

via removing redundant sentences or words from original 

text the sentences then concatenate into shorter text to 

generate meaningful summary. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Chetan Thaokar and Latesh Malik [1] in 2013 proposed an 

extractive approach to Hindi text summarization, here the 

linguistic approach is used to find most relevant sentence 

and perform the steps like preprocessing feature extraction 

and genetic algorithms for ranking the sentence 

K Vimal Kumar And Divakar Yadav [2] in 2015 

proposed an enhanced extractive approach to summaries the 

hindi text here the score of the sentence is calculated based 

on occurrence of word the accuracy of the system is 85%. 

Varsha R Embar , Surbhi despande (3) in 2013 

proposed an abstractive approach to summaries the kannada 

language text Here the sAramsha system is involve which 

analyse the document perform the pos (part of speech ) in 

pos it is the words from text is categorized in part in such a 

way like noun, verb adjective after pos the streaming 

operation is performed in which stemmers are removed from 

word then the NER tool which label sequence of words in 

text which are name of things such as person and company 

name, organization locations etc IE rules are used to extract 

the sentences a and then generate the summary. 

JayaShree R , Srikanta Murthy and sunny k [4] in 

2011 proposed an extract I’ve approach to summaries the 

text in Kannada language in this system the keywords are 

extracted from the kannada documents here the documents 

are collected from online resources here the inverse 

document frequency (IDF) and term frequency term are 

used for extracting the keywords from text after selecting 

the keywords the documents from the data base is selected 

according to selected keywords and summary was 

generated. 

Vishal Gupta and Gurpreet Singh lehal [5] in 2013 

proposed an extractive approach to summaries the Panjabi 

document with multiple news by rating the sentence based 

on linguistics features it has two phases 

1) Preprocessing phase which Panjabi stop words stemmer 

for Punjabi nouns and pronoun is removed 

2) Processing phase in this case the different features are 

decided and according to that weight of the sentence is 

calculate and the sentence for the having large weight is 

selected for summarization the author test for the 

earthen tested for 50 Punjabi news documents and for 

60 stories in Punjabi to the accuracy of system is in 

between 81% to 92%. 

Sankar K, Vijay Sundar Ram R and Sobha Lalitha 

Devi [5] in 2011 proposed a system for summarization of 

Tamil language documents. This system is based on scoring 

of sentences here, the graph theoretical score technique is 

used to scoring the sentences and is done by using string 

patterns. The ranking algorithm is not domain specific and 

they used rough evaluation tool kit. 

Md. Iftekharul Alam Efat Mohammad Ibrahim 

Humayun Kayesh [7] in 2013 proposed a system for 
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summarization of Bengali text documents summarization 

here the extractive approach used. Here, first the pre-

processing is done means tokenization stop word and 

stemmers are removed. The second step is sentence ranking 

and summarization is done .the sentences are ranked based 

on frequency, position value, cue words and skeleton of 

document (title and headers) then the data is summarized by 

using ranking value. The average accuracy of system is 

83.57%. 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

In proposed system text summarization is done on English 

language documents. In this first pre-processing phase is 

done in which tokenization, stop word removal and stemmer 

removal is done. Here improved Stemmer for removed the 

limitations like better word. We Use NER tool for better 

Stability to summarization Module. The extractive approach 

is used.  We represent the summarized data in graph format 

but the main aim is to generate summery which is more 

accurate. 

 

A. Preprocessing Module 

This module analyzes the input text; Preprocessing involves 

preparing text document for the analysis. This module 

perform different stepslike Sentence segmentation, Sentence 

tokenization, Stop word Removal etc.. 

1) Sentence Segmentation: 

It is the process of breaking the given text document into its 

sentences with its word count. In   English, sentence is break 

by identifying the boundary of sentence which ends with full 

stop. 

2) Tokenization: 

It  is  the  process  of  splitting  the  sentences    into  words  

by identifying  the  spaces, comma and special  symbols 

between the words. So list of words and sentences are used 

for further processing. 

3) Stop Word Removal: 

To effectively use word feature score we need to only 

consider the words in the document which have   

importance. Common words with no semantics and which 

do not aggregate   relevant information to the task are 

eliminated / removed.  Stop words are those word in 

document which doesn’t having important meaning than 

keywords .This words should be skip otherwise sentence 

containing  them  can  generate incorrect summary . 

B. Fearture Extraction Module 

This module accepts the pre-processed input sentences as 

input and generates POS and NER for further use. Actual 

analysis of the document for summarization begins in this 

module. In  this  for every  sentence    representation     an  

vector  of feature  terms are used   .Which  checks    for  

every  sentence  statistically  and    linguistically.  Each  

sentence  has  a  score  based  on  the  weight  of  feature  

terms  which  in  turn  is  used  for    sentence  ranking. 

Feature term values ranges between 0 to1. 

1) Named Entity Recognition (NER): 

Named Entity Recognition (NER) labels sequences of words 

in a text which are the names of things, such as person and 

company names. 

2) Part-Of-Speech Tagger (POS Tagger): 

A Part-Of-Speech Tagger (POS Tagger) is a piece of 

software that reads text in some language and assigns parts 

of speech to each word, such as noun, verb, adjective, etc. 

C. Summarized Module 

Real analysis of the document for summarization begins in 

this phase. Each  sentence  has  a  score  based  on  the 

weight  of  feature  terms .the following features terms  

considered during summarization. 

1) Feature: Average TF-ISF: 

TF means to evaluate distribution of each word over the 

document.  Inverse  sentence  frequency   means  the  terms  

that occur in only a  few sentences  which are more 

important than others  that occur  in many sentences of  the 

document 

2) Feature: Sentence Length: 

This feature is useful to filter out short or long sentences. 

Too short or long sentence is not good for summary 

3) Feature: Sentence Position: 

Position of the sentence in the text, decides its importance. 

Sentences  in  the  beginning  defines  the  theme  of  the  

document whereas  end  sentences  conclude  or  summarize  

the  document. 

4) Feature: Numerical Data: 

The Sentence that contains numerical data is important and 

it should be included in the summary 

5) Feature: Sentence to Sentence Similarity: 

This feature finds the similarity between the    sentences. 

6) Feature: Title Feature: 

Title contains set of words that represents gist of the 

document. 

7) Feature: SVO Qualification: 

Sentence is a group of words expressing a complete thought, 

and it must have a subject and a verb. The word sequence in 

English is flexible. However, most of the sentences in this 

order <subject> <verb> <object>. 

a) Summarized Text Generation 

After feature extraction feature sum is calculated for each 

sentence then arrange sentences in descending order and as 

per entered percentage the summary is generated. This will 

conclude summarized text generation. 

b) Graph creation 

Summarized graph is created for demonstration 

(representation) purpose. At the end the same summarized 

result can show in the graphical format to increase 

readability. 
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IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 

Analysis is done with different test cases recall, Precision 

and accuracy is calculated for all seven features we 

considered above by using following terms and formula. 

1) (TP) True positives are Sentences that are correctly 

detected with expected vectors. 

2) (FP) False positives are Sentences that were detected by 

the system as expected but actually are listed in the 

other vectors. 

3) (FN) False negatives are Sentences not detected by the 

system. 

4) (TN) True negatives are Sentences correctly detected 

expected as Neutral. 

Following chart represent performance evaluation 

percentage of seven feature terms 

 
Total no. of  Sentences checked 500 

Total no. of Sentences detected correctly as expected 

(TP) 
470 

Total no. of Sentences detected wrongly as expected 

(FP) 
7 

Total no. of Sentences not detected but are expected 

(FN) 
9 

Total no. of Sentences detected correctly as expected 

as Neutral (TN) 
11 

Table 1: Performance Evaluation (TF_ISF) 

Recall = TP/ (TP + FN) 

Precision = TP / (TP + FP) 

Accuracy = (TP + TN) / (TP + FP + TN + FN) 

V. CONCLUSION 

This system is based on extractive text summarization. The 

sentence selection is done using different factors like TF-

ITF which is term frequency and inverse term frequency, 

sentence frequency, title, SVO which is subject verb and 

object etc. Frequency of each sentence is calculated using all 

terms and the sentence having highest value is selected first. 

Also use NER to find out name entity in text to. The graph 

is drawn for summarized text. We can use different graph 

generation tool and improved stemmer for attractive result 

representation of summarized text. 
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